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By Preston L Allen

Akashic Books. Paperback. Book Condition: New. Paperback. 252 pages. Dimensions: 7.9in. x 6.0in.
x 0.9in.Preston L. Allens witty, charming, and very likable school bus drivernamed Pis a desperate
gambler. He has blown the hundred thousand dollars he won at the casino six months ago, but his
wife and family still think hes loaded. P spins out of control on the addicts downward spiral of
dependency, paranoia, and depression, as he must find ways to keep coming up with the money to
fool his family and fund his growing addiction. The bets get bigger and bigger, until finally, faced
with the ultimate financial crisis, he hits it really big. Yet winning, he soon learns, is just the
beginning of a deeper problem. The one constant for Pwho rises from wage-earner to millionaire
and back again in his roller-coaster-ride of a lifeis that he must gamble. That his son has died, that
his wife is leaving him, that his girlfriend has been arrested, that he has no money, that he has more
money than he could ever have dreamedare all lesser concerns for P as he constantly seeks out
new gambling opportunities. While other books on gambling seek either to sermonize on...
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ReviewsReviews

Extensive guide for ebook lovers. It generally does not cost excessive. Your way of life span will likely be convert the instant you complete looking at this
ebook.
-- Rocky Dach-- Rocky Dach

Certainly, this is the very best work by any author. It is amongst the most remarkable publication i have got study. I am just happy to inform you that this is
actually the greatest pdf i have got study inside my individual daily life and can be he very best publication for at any time.
-- Gilbert Rippin-- Gilbert Rippin
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